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anotherone was tryingto kill it off. The New Wavemovementand poststructuralism,fundamentaloppositesin almostevery respect,emergedat
the same culturalmoment.RolandBarthes'sWritingDegree Zero (1953)
and FranqoisTruffaut'sseminalessay in Cahiersdu cinema thatinstated
auteurcriticism (the first phase of the New Wave) appearedless than a
year apart;the appearanceof Michel Foucault'sMadness and Civilization (1961) coincidedwith the triumphof New Wavefilmmaking;and in
the interval between 1966 and 1970, which saw the publication of The
Orderof Things,Of Grammatology,and S/Z, Jean-LucGodard,the most
iconoclastic of the New Wave critic-directors,released fourteenfeature
films, including four masterworks.In its classic phase poststructuralism
was fixated on the writtenword, involved disciplined thoughtinflected
by mainstreamContinentalphilosophy, took on itself the burdenof refashioning modernEuropeanhistory along Marxist lines, and could be
uncompromisinglyrectitudinous.The New Wave spoke the language of
images, involved a loose and-except for its radical stylistics-rather
tame avant-gardism,valuedan aleatory,free-formaestheticover political
commitment,assailedmainstreamFrenchculture,and championedalternative forms of culturalproductionsuch as American popularmovies.
Yet the teleologies were similar:to inscribea uniqueplace in the history
of authorship.To supplantthe biographicalauthorfrom the textual site,
one of the primarymotives of poststructuralism,was to make the collective space availablefor a higher entity,the philosopher-criticwho is the
author not of individual texts but of textuality, the social meaning of
texts. In the same way, in claiming the textual site for a film author-a
radical conception for the time-the auteur critics scripted a role for
themselvesthatthey would subsequentlyoccupy as film directors.
Although both models of authorshiphave subsequentlyundergone
fundamentalalterations,their legacies are still discerniblein contemporarycriticalpractice.My concernis with these legacies. I proceedbelow
with alternativereadings of a canonical text, each of which ultimately
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derives from one of the original authorialmodels. The first is an ambitious queer theory reading of Alfred Hitchcock's 1951 classic Strangers
on a Train. The second is a reconsideration of
the film's queer issues from the perspective of
collaborativeauthorship.Because this authorial
model is virtually unknown outside film studies,l this treatmentwill serve as a demonstration
and as a means of situating the method within
broaderconsiderationsof authorship.
I 1
The poststructurallitany-language is treacherous, texts aremoretreacherous,worksarealways
alreadywritten,cultureserves capital,social formations are instrumentsof repression-was so
eagerly embraced by the United States literary
academythatby 1980 the editor of PMLAcould
declarethatDerridaand Bartheshad supplanted
NorthropFrye as the names most often cited in
submissionsto thejournal(Conarroe;Schaefer).
Although the antiauthorialthemes were gradually undermined, partly by their own internal
contradictions(Burke,Death) and partlyby the
emergence of disciplines such as queer, women's, andpostcolonialstudies,which requiredauthorial canons for self-legitimation, the idea of
an authordispossessed of subjectivityreappears
in postmodern theory in a new guise, as an authorial figure, an auxiliary to the text, whose
presence is invoked even as it is dispossessed
of agency. The most conspicuous example is
FredricJameson,who repeatedlyfinds delirious
obfuscations where others might see stunning
bursts of creativity-as when Van Gogh's brilliantcolors aresaid to constitute"somenew fragmentation of the emergent sensorium which
replicates the specializations and divisions of
capitalistlife" (7). By now the figureof the auxiliaryauthorhas become commonplace,especially
in doctrinaireworks.Such is the case, as we shall
see, with RobertJ. Corber's"Hitchcock'sWashington:Spectatorship,Ideology, and the 'Homosexual Menace' in Strangerson a Train."

The context for Corber'sreadingis the cold
war paranoiathat engulfed Washingtonbeginning in 1950. JosephMcCarthy'stauntingof the
State Departmentfor allegedly harboringCommunistsdominatedthe headlines,butother,similar tracks were being pursued.On 28 February,
underquestioningby the Senate Appropriations
Committee,a State Departmentofficial revealed
that in the previous three years the department
had dismissed almost a hundredemployees on
groundsof homosexuality. Subsequentinquiry
by moralzealots in the Senatedisclosed thatseveralhundred"moralperverts"werein the employ
of the State Department,and the specterof their
potential vulnerability to blackmail persuaded
the full Senateto authorizean investigation.Employmentof Homosexualsand OtherSexPerverts
in Government,a subcommittee reportheavily
influencedby medicalandpsychiatrictestimony,
declares categorically that such persons are
morallyand emotionally unstable,as well as securityrisks, andberatesfederalagencies for laxity in enforcing terminationpolicies. In a brief
introduction,the reportlays down severalnot always compatibleprinciples.The psychiatricposition thathomosexualityis a clinical disorderis
invoked,but while homosexualsmay respondto
psychiatrictreatmentandeven be cured,it is held
thatengagementin deviantbehavioris a categorical basis for dismissal. The common stereotypes
"femininemale"and "masculinefemale"arerejected as unreliableindicatorsof whetheran individualwill engage in homosexualbehavior.Two
more-inclusive categories, applicable to overt
homosexuals of either sex, are substituted:the
"active, aggressive, or male" type and the "submissive, passive, or female" type. Of these, the
self-concealed"active"gay male poses the greatest threatbecause he tendsto operateundetected
as a sexual predator on passive gays and on
youngmen andboys (1-3).2
Strangers on a Trainwas in preparationas
these eventsunfolded,andCorbermaintainsthat
Hitchcock's principalchanges to PatriciaHighsmith's source novel-relocating the action in
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Washingtonand shifting the protagonist'scareer
interest from architectureto politics-are clear
evidence of their direct influence. Further,Corber attempts to demonstrate, by means of an
extensive matchingof events in the film with informationin the Employmentreport,thatthe film
"narrativizes"the juridicaldiscourse of the report. He also implements a modified version of
male-gaze theory-the subject position is sexually polymorphous, in accord with Freud's
interpretation of the preoedipal phase, rather
than heterosexually stable, as in most feminist
work-to demonstratethatHitchcockis ambivalent toward his subject at the formal level and
possibly homophobic. The strangersare Bruno
Anthony (RobertWalker)and Guy Haines (Farley Granger),who meet by accident in the club
car of a train. Bruno recognizes Guy, a wellknown tennis star,and is aware of his romantic
involvement with Anne Morton (RuthRoman),
daughterof a United States senator. Surmising
that Guy's present marriage to Miriam (Laura
Elliott) stands in the way of his political ambitions, Brunomakes an outrageouspropositionhe will dispose of Miriam if Guy will get rid of
Bruno's father. The crimes will be perfect, because neitherperpetratorwill have a connection
to his victim.Guy humorsBrunoand departsbut
accidentally leaves behind his cigarette lighter.
Bruno infers thatGuy has acceptedthe proposal
and takes the lighter as a token of their bond.
Bruno waits outside Miriam's house that evening, follows her andtwo male companionsto an
amusementparkand on a boat ride across a lake
to an island where lovers congregatein the dark,
and stranglesher. LaterBruno accosts Guy outside Guy's Washingtonapartmentand demands
that he now carry out his side of the bargain.
Brunobecomes increasinglyopen and brazenin
his stalkingof Guy, arousingAnne's suspicions.
When it becomes clear thatGuy will continueto
resist, Bruno attemptsto frame him by planting
the lighterat the scene of the crime. But Guy arrives at the amusementparkjust in time, and as
he and Bruno struggle on a revolving merry-go-
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round, it whirls out of control and crashes, pinning Bruno beneath the wreckage. As Bruno
dies, his clenchedfist relaxes andopens to reveal
the lighter,implicatinghim andclearingGuy.
The pamperedand indolentBruno,with his
flamboyantclothing-silk pinstripesuit, saddle
shoes, outlandishlobster necktie-and purring,
aggressivelyinsinuatingmanner,is, accordingto
Corber,a regressionby Hitchcock to the homophobic stereotype, the feminine gay man, the
validityof which was questionedeven by the report.But, like the report,the film attemptsto account for his homosexuality as a psychological
abnormality,the result of an unresolvedoedipal
complex. This is unmistakable when we see
Bruno'smothergiving her son a manicureas he
lounges in an outre silk robe in the sitting room
of the family mansion and then, in the background, interceding in his defense against his
railing,tyrannicalfather.To all appearancesGuy
is the all-Americanstereotype-an athlete,unassumingdespitehis fame, conservativelydressed,
a person of small-town origins and modest
means but strong ambitions. He is the report's
most problematic figure-a man of indeterminate sexual identity found in circumstances
making him vulnerableto being compromised.
The dynamic is visualized in one of the film's
most unsettling images-Bruno is seen firmly
plantedall alone at the top of the steps of the Jefferson Memorial, a darkblot on a field of marble, fixedly returningGuy's stare.
It is Guy's problematicnaturethat enables
Brunoto destabilizethe narrative.AlthoughGuy
is put off by Bruno's delving into sordiddetails
of his personallife, he neverthelessallows himself to be persuaded to join Bruno for lunch in
his privatecompartment.Corberreadsthe matter
of the lighter as a crucial turnin Guy's psychosexual development. The lighter, a gift from
Anne to Guy-it bears the inscription "A to
G"-now standsfor Guy's redefinitionof his relationshipwith Bruno (Anthony= A), the transfer of Guy's love from Anne to Bruno. In turn,
by disposingof Miriam,Brunowill give Anne to
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Guy. The homoerotic relationshipis now being
negotiatedthroughthe exchangeof a woman.An
attemptto heterosexualizeGuy is representedby
Hitchcock'sfigureof doubling,as in the lighting
and framingof the sequencewhen Brunoreveals
Miriam's murder.In psychoanalytic terms, the
doublingsuggests Lacanand Freud-the Lacanian psychodrama of the mirror, whereby the
male subjectpasses into the masculinesymbolic,
and alternatively,in Freud,the advancefrom the
polymorphoussexuality of the preoedipalstage,
in which the male subject experiences a "feminine attitude"toward the father, to the oedipal
stage, in which he renouncesthat attractionand
compensatesfor the loss by incorporatingthe fatherinto his ego (qtd. in Corber102). Again, the
film privilegesthe report'sfindingby suggesting
thatthe male subjectmust successfullynegotiate
the Oedipus complex to achieve heterosexual
identity. Moreover,the male spectator,because
he identifies with Guy, is subjected to his own
would-beoedipalizationwhetherhe will or no.
For Guy, however, the process is incomplete. Althoughhe becomes more forceful,playing tennis with uncharacteristicaggressiveness,
then racing to the amusement park to head off
Bruno-Guy persists in adopting a "feminine
attitude"toward Bruno and refuses to make a
choice betweenhim andAnne. Rather,the choice
is made for him through the intervention of a
deus ex machina, the merry-go-round. Again
the report is suggested: Bruno's destabilizing
presence in the narrative,like the destabilizing
presence of homosexuals in government, can
only be removed by violent expulsion. But the
film treatsthis solution as inadequate;Miriam's
murderand Bruno's death are both necessary to
preventGuy's homosexualization.WhatMiriam
represents-a heterosexual woman who resists
confinementto the domestic sphere-must also
be purged.Hence the famous shot in which Miriam's murder,instead of being represented directly, is seen as a distorted reflection in the
lenses of her eyeglasses, which have fallen to
the ground.The glasses representMiriam's(and,
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by extension, the female spectator's)control of
the powerof looking, the gaze, the controlof the
visual field thatis traditionallythe male prerogative. By reappropriatingthis power-by castrating Miriam,in Lacanianterms-the film returns
scopophilic power to the male heterosexual. In
formal terms, the heterosexual spectator is inserted in the stable subject position in the cinematic apparatus,the film's underlyingoperation.
The intimation is that stricterregulation of female sexuality is more importantto nationalsecuritythanthe expulsion of homosexuals.
With this last move, it seems to me, Corber's theoretical apparatuscollapses. Not only
does Corberabandonthe foundationissue of the
piece, the negotiationof homosexualityin an inhospitable environment, but he also reverts to
the stock versionof male-gazetheoryhe rejected
at the outset. The status of the corollarytheme,
the attemptedheterosexualizationof the spectator, is equally problematic.In the JeffersonMemorial sequence, he argues, the two shots of
Bruno, because seen from Guy's point of view,
force the spectatorinto the subjectposition of a
heterosexual threatenedby a homosexual. But
how can Guy be preoedipalpolymorphousand
an embodimentof the stable heterosexualspectatorialposition at the same time?And how does
a reversal of the situation, a shot from Bruno's
point of view when Guy is about to beat Bruno
up, advancethe heterosexualizationof the spectator?Besides, these isolated instancesare never
shown to be part of an overall strategy at the
formallevel. Corber'suse of historicalinformation, however, presents the most serious problem. When Employment of Homosexuals and
Other Sex Perverts in Governmentwas issued,
on 15 December 1950, the film had alreadybeen
shot. In fact, the film's basic plan had already
been worked out when the subcommitteehearings began the previousJune.The productionof
the film and the investigationswere indeed conterminous,but since all hearingswere in executive session, it is unclear how Hitchcock could
have knownwhatwas said even if he had wanted
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to. What he could have known were reportscarried in the press, under such headlines as "Perverts Called Government Peril," "Inquiry by
Senate on Perverts Asked" (W. White), and
"SenatorsBack Morals Probe,"while he was at
work on the adaptation of Highsmith's novel.
These aboundedwith incendiaryquotationsbut
includedfew details. That events in Washington
had a formative impact on Strangers on a Train

is a brilliant insight, but the invocation of the
Employmentreportin this context is chimerical.
The theme, as it were, is allowed to authorthe
text; Hitchcock,vacillating and obeisant, serves
as an auxiliary.Restorationof the authorialcontext is the surestcorrectiveto this portrait.

I 11
Auteur criticism was once embraced with the
same ardency as poststructuialism. Its central
doctrine--films have authorsjust like novels and
plays-served as an aesthetic first principle on
which to grounda nascent discipline, had widespread appeal because of its compatibility with
literarymodels, and has since become a habitof
thought.But as a methodology it was untenable
fromthe outset.Truffaut'scherishedvision of the
film directoras Romanticartistbattlingalone to
maintain a personal vision in an encroaching
worldwould not hold even for his own films. The
Four Hundred Blows, which signaled the triumph

of the New Wave directors' movement, was an
intensely peisonal filmibased on the painful experiencesof 'rutfaut's chlildhood,but its realization necessitated(in addltionlto financialbacking
from the director's father-in-law) the use of an
experiencedscreenwriter,a leadingcinematographer, and a youthful suriogate, the actor JeanPierre Leaud, whose easygoing, self-confident
extroversionrandirectlycounterto the director's
shyness and reserve (Baecque and Toubiana
126-36). More recently,the model of the author
of a film has been replaced by the model of the
authorsof a film, in recognitionof the collaborative nature of the enterprise.3Ironically, Truf-
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faut's ideal model of the film auteurwas Hitchcock-a directorwhose almost unbendinginsistence on regularityof procedureextended to his
use of collaborators. At the story development
stage, for instance, he began with an existing
sourcework,reliedextensivelyon a trustedassociate in the preparation of a scene-by-scene
breakdown,broughtin a professionalto writethe
scenes, and called in other writers for fine tuning. Once the early breakdownwas completed,
Hitchcock usually had the film's visual design
worked out in his mind. The balance of the
scriptingprocess was overseennot by Hitchcock
(who was usuallyinvolved elsewhere in production logistics) but by an executive assistantwho
was an accomplishedstoryeditor.Stranger~s
on a
Trainevolved accordingto this plan.
Robert Samuels has astutely observed that
every Hitchcock film centrally involves an ethics of representation.A second axiom is also appropriate:every Hitchcockfilm is predicatedon
an aesthetics of concealment. Subterfuge is a
precondition for any serious artist involved in
satisfying the appetitesof the Americanpublic,
but Hitchcockwas also personallydriven.A petit
bourgeois of caring but stern Catholic upbringing, he seems to have got hold of Krafft-Ebingat
an impressionableage andbeen overwhelmedby
the experience.(The Londontabloidscould have
producedthe salmeeffect.) Hitchcock's film are
tableaux of sexual psychopathology that cleverly disavow their motivations-mutually requited incest (Shadowvof a Doubt), necrophilic
fixation (Vertigo), vaginal fetishism (Marllie),

homosexuality (still conlsidcreda pathology at
the time of Strangerson a Train).In the postwar
era the Hitchcock inner circle included several
gays and bisexuals. One of them, the playwright
ArthurLaurellts,did the scleenplay for Rope, in
which two gay college students murder their
roommate,and sublimatedthe homosexualcontent to a degree that satisfied the studio and the
ProductionCode. Expertisein lending deniability to gay content appears,in fact, to have been
one of the services Hitchcock required. Lau-
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rents recalls, "The actual word homosexuality
was never said aloud in conferences on Rope
or on the set, but he alluded to the subject so
often-slyly and naughtily,never nastily-that
he seemed fixatedif not obsessed"(124). Farley
Granger-who also playedone of the roommates
in Rope-spoke in similartermsaboutStrangers
on a Train: "I don't remember anybody ever
saying that [Bruno]was a gay character.I never
heardHitch talk aboutthat,certainly"(71).
This code of silence was observedfor many
years, even by those who certainlyknew better.
The gay critic Robin Wood (who came out in a
famous essay, "Responsibilities of a Gay Film
Critic,"in 1978) never mentions the subject in
the chapteron Strangerson a Trainin his landmarkstudy Hitchcock'sFilms (1965). A teasing
1980 review essay in the gay publicationChristopher Street addresses its readership as if the
film's subtextual import has just been discovered for the firsttime (Aitken).
Hitchcock had acquired the rights to the
Highsmithnovel early in 1950, andhe andWhitfield Cook, a memberof the innercircle, worked
on the film's scene breakdown throughoutthe
spring.They dispensedwith most of Highsmith's
novel and completely refashioned the central
characters.Highsmith's Bruno is physically repugnantin the extreme,an acutealcoholic, indifferently heterosexual, almost boyish in his
admirationof Guy.Guy is defined almost solely
by material objects he covets and his architecturalambitions.Hitchcock'sBrunois an elegant,
slightly unhinged,but utterlycharmingroue who
is homoeroticallyattractedto a boyish but rather
dim and, except for his athletic prowess, utterly
unremarkableGuy. The detective writer RaymondChandlerwas engagedto writethe script.
It was an unusual choice in two respectsHitchcockusually did not workwith novelists or
with writers of Chandler's stature.Still, Hitchcock was desperatefor a success, murdermystery
was Chandler's specialty, the writer's involvement could be used to promotional advantage,
and WarnerBrothers was willing to pay. Chan-
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dlerfound screenworkdistasteful,but the opportunity proved irresistible. Although his novels
had sold more thanthree and a half million copies in the United States alone, his total royalties
through1950 amountedto $56,000. For Strangers on a Train he received $40,000 for eight
weeks' work (Hiney 193). The relationshipwas
standoffishfrom the beginningand rapidlydeteriorated because of Chandler's lack of confidence in Hitchcock's story plan. Highsmith's
story had "one idea,"Chandlerwrote to his British publisher,"andthatwas all"(MacShane,Letters 224)-the exchangeof murders(in the novel
Guy actuallycarriesthrough)andits psychological consequences for the two perpetrators(they
exchange personalities and begin to echo each
other in soundinglike Raskolnikov). Since Guy
is no longer going to reciprocate, the situation
becomes "ludicrous in its essence," Chandler
wrotein an extendedscriptnote, andthe novelist
can findno way (shortof outrightfraudulencein
the exposition) to convince the audience temporarily,as the story situationnow requires,that
"a perfectly decent young man [. . .] is going to

kill anybody,"muchless "amanhe doesn'tknow,
has never seen, in order to keep a maniac from
giving himself away"(MacShane,Life 172).
Has Chandler missed Hitchcock's drift or
only pretended to? By eliminating Guy's reciprocity,Hitchcockhas instituteda new story dynamic. Bruno propositions Guy and takes his
irresolution as a sign of encouragement. But
when Bruno realizes that Guy has no intention
of carryingthrough,his genial wheedling gives
way to sadistic vindictiveness.Or, subtextually,
a protractedgay cruise becomes a revenge story
when the advancesare belatedly but summarily
rejected. In a characteristic bit of mischief,
Hitchcockhas the precise turnoccur when Guy,
feigning assent, goes to the Anthony mansion
intending to warnBruno's father-and finds an
enraged Bruno waiting for him in his father's
bed. Chandler had good reason for resisting.
Just months before, the charge had been made
in printthat his characterPhilip Marlowe was a
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closet homosexual, and this enraptureddescription of a male characterin Farewell, My Lovely
was enteredinto evidence:
His voice was soft, dreamy,so delicatefor a
big manthatit was startling.It mademe think
of anothersoft-voicedbig manI hadstrangely
liked. [...] I looked at him again.He hadthe
eyes you neversee, thatyou only readabout.
Violeteyes. Almostpurple.Eyes like a girl, a
lovely girl.His skinwas as soft as silk. [.. .] It
would nevertan. It was too delicate. He was
biggerthanHemingwayandyounger.
"Nomatterhow 'strangely'[.. .] Marlowemoons
over these big men," the critic wrote, "they are
always beating him up. [. . .] The true explanation of Marlowe's temperamentaldisinterest in
women is not 'honor,' but his interest in men"
(Legman 70; Legman's theme is elaborated in
Mason).Chandlerhadbeen sent an advancecopy
of the relevantpassages but declined comment.
Afterthe book's appearancehe wroteto a sympatheticcritic,perhapssomewhatunguardedly,that
it "leavesa nastytaste in the mouth"(MacShane,
Letters 188). After this Chandlerwas never able
to re-createthe old PhilipMarlowecharactersuccessfully. Otherfactors undoubtedlycame into
play, but the lingering hurtis evident in his final
novel, The Long Goodbye, when the novelist
Roger Wadetells Marlowe,in mock lament,that
Wade should have kept on a male secretary so
that book reviewers-"all queers, every damn
one of them"-would have got the idea he was "a
homo"andgiven him a buildup(209).
Chandler'sscript draft,which more or less
sidestepped the issue, was discarded. Barbara
Keon, Hitchcock'sexecutive assistantand story
editor, suggested Czenzi Ormonde,her former
story assistant on Gone with the Wind and at
MGM and a longtime dialogue specialist at
SamuelGoldwyn,for the rewrite.ThatOrmonde
was an unknown was no particulardrawback;
the primary necessity, as the experience with
Chandler had shown, was an ability to be detached about the homoerotic component. Or-
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monde'stest was the scene of Bruno'smanicure,
the subtextualimplications of which are almost
inescapable.4 Yet Ormonde's dialogue seems
oblivious to them-a generalization that could
be made about her script in general. That was
exactly as Hitchcock wantedit: the directorand
the actors would convey the subtext. When
Chandlersaw a copy, he drafteda long letter to
Hitchcockstressing(once again)plot mechanics
and credibility.He told Hitchcock,in a sarcastic
aside, "I think you may be the sort of director
who thinks that camera angles, stage business,
and interesting bits of byplay will make up for
any amount of implausibility in a basic story"
(MacShane, Letters 244). He was more on target than he knew. Hitchcock's films are designed around what begin as "bits of byplay."
Guy and Bruno cross paths at the train station,
Guy crosses his legs, the train crosses another
pair of tracks as it pulls out of the station, the
tennis racketson Guy's lighter are crossed, and
so on. Audiences are primedto expect these visual clues and invitedto play along. But as at an
overnight party in a haunted-castle movie, the
stakes are constantlyraised.
In the first shot of the film, the reardoor of
Bruno's taxicab is hinged at the back and opens
from the front. In a matching shot, the reardoor
of Guy's taxicabopens in the more conventional
way, from the back. As was said in Hitchcock's
time, One swings one way, one swings the other.
Bruno'sname for his plan, "crisscross,"fromthe
tennisrackets,also identifiesan intricategame of
role playing. RobertWalkerhadbeen typecastin
wholesome and comfortably straightparts, and
there is no indicationthathe was anythingother
than comfortably straight in real life. If he resented playing a gay character,as Ruth Roman
averred (Granger71), this is not evident in his
performance.To the contrary,he is entirely at
ease in a complexrole requiringhim to flirt,pout,
charm,and torment,sometimes all at once. The
uncomfortableone is FarleyGranger,thoughnot
for the reason one would expect. A sexually active gay himself (this had been known to Hitch-
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cock since Rope),5Grangeris obliged not only to
but also to rejectthe advances
play a superstraight
of a straightwho is playing a gay in favorof kissing and otherpretendintimacies with an actress
who may or may not know. In view of this information, Hitchcock's inscription of a line from
Kipling-"And treatthose two impostersjust the
same"-above a portal at Forest Hills during
Guy'stournamentmatchtakeson new relevance.6
In an age of "outing,"Hitchcock'selaborate
masquerademay appeara lamentableembraceof
the values of the closet. For 1951, duringthe era
of classical Hollywood, when the representation
of homosexualitywas strictlycircumscribed,the
film was sweepingly transgressive.Hollywood's
way was to banhomosexualsubjectsoutrightand
even forbid acknowledgmentof their existence.
A homoeroticcomponentcould neverbe admitted to, even when painfullyobvious, as in singlesex films involving men in action or women in
show business. Gaynesscould only be suggested
in contexts of ridicule or excess, as with character actorFranklinPangborn's"sissified"dandies
(Russo) or Agnes Moorehead'shard-edgedspinsters (P. White) or Humphrey Bogart's outrageous caricature in The Big Sleep-swishy
movement, flutteryhands, pursed mouth, lispy
voice, fastidious manner,and cattiness. Hitchcock threwit all over by situatingmale bonding
in ambiguous contexts sometimes associated
with gay cruising, casting a well-known actorin
a complex and sympatheticrole involving a high
degree of gay legibility, and getting the film into
commercialrelease by a majorstudio.As for the
Senate hearings,the suggestion thatthey forced
Hitchcockinto submissionseems to me indefensible; if anything,he was quietlydefiant.
[III
In a famous shortpiece on GretaGarbo,Barthes
gushes with the intensityone associates with the
starstruck.Garbo'sface, he writes, is "anarchetype," "a Platonic Idea," "essential beauty [. ..]

descended from a heaven where all things are

formed and perfectedin the clearest light" (Mythologies 56-57). It is hard to believe that anyone ever took such stuff seriously. The face of
Garbo was collaboratively authoredby the actress and William H. Daniels, cinematographer
on all but four of her twenty-fourUnited States
films. The plastic materialwas a classic Scandinavianface-heart-shaped, with a distinct hairline, high cheekbones,and sculpturallybalanced
features, particularlythe eyes. Like other cinematographerswho worked with leading MGM
actresses, Daniels was accorded unusual latitude. Faces registerboth the internaland the externalselves. Daniels insisted that sets on Garbo
picturesbe closed because she was painfullyshy,
and he avoided full-figure shots where possible
and preferredreclining shots over standingones
because of her ungainlyheight. The smoothness
of her skin enabled him to shoot her with the
optical clarity of wide-angle lenses; a counterbalancingsoftness is achievedthroughillumination effects, such as sidelighting one partof her
profile in halftone and leaving the rest in shadow or in-scene placementof tiny light sources
that seem to flicker or glow. He insisted that
the camera "peer"into her eyes, the source of
her mystery,and he highlightedthem by throwing light from above so that her long natural
eyelashes cast gentle shadows on her cheeks
(Bedford; Higham). The singularityof Garbo's
onscreenface is largely attributableto the singularityof the effects used to produceit. If Barthes
had understood film practice, the terms of his
theorization of images, and possibly even the
termsof antiauthorialdiscoursein general,might
have been very different.
Collaborationanalysis has two phases. The
firstentails the temporarysuspension of singleauthorprimacy-or, as in the case of Garbo,of
textualauthority-to appraiseconstituentclaims
to a text'sauthorship.In the secondphase,the primaryauthoris reinscribedwithinwhatis now establishedas an institutionalcontextof authorship.
The result is a morejudicious understandingof
authorialachievementthatultimatelyenhances,
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not diminishes,the primaryauthor.This outcome
differs from thatof multiple-authorshipstudies,
which characteristically(in spite of themselves)
devaluetext andauthorsbecauseof the sharingof
agency, and from that of collective-authorship
studies, which tend to regard the dispersal of
agency as the given to be contemplated.The collaboration model might have implications outside film interpretation.In performancestudies,
for instance:I suspect thatits subordinatestatus
in the modern literary enterpriseis largely owing to a fear that alternative models of authorship might compromiseauthorialsacralityin the
canon;Shakespeareanperformanceis a primeexample. Or another: new-media theorizing has
made much of concurrentand serial authorship
but has yet to produce a coherent authorialaesthetic;perhapsan old-mediamodel can be to the
point,even if it lacks cybercachet.

NOTES
1For
example, it is not representedin standardanthologies of authorshipsuch as Burke (Authorship)and Caughie.
It is sometimes not even recognized in film, as in Grant,the
most recentoverview of film authorshipstudies.
2 The report uses the term homosexual for men and
women but is chiefly concernedwith men. In this essay I use
gayness to referto men and women andgay to referto men.
3 Carringerand Schatz are studies of collaborative authorship.
41 am grateful to PatrickMcGilligan, authorof a forthcoming book on Hitchcock, for sharingthis bit of information and other details of the roles of Ormonde, Whitfield
Cook, and BarbaraKeon in the evolutionof the film's script.
5
Laurents,Granger'slongtime lover, recently disclosed
these details (122-36).
6 Possibly the inscription on the lighter takes on new
meaning, too-Alfred adds an A to Guy, making him gAy.
Hitchcock was uncommonly partial to wordplay with first
names, includinghis own.
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